
HETEROMERGE - WE ENABLE PERFORMANT MICRO-OPTICS

WHAT ARE MULTI-MATERIAL
LENSES?
Multi-material lenses are consisting of differ‐
ent materials having different optical disper‐
sion, meaning different optical refractive
indices for the different wavelengths. This can
be multiple simple lenses (compound optics)
or a single lens with spatially varying refrac‐
tive index (gradient index optics).

WHY MULTI-MATERIAL LENSES?
Multi-material lenses improve the picture in
imaging applications and the focus in laser-
beam shaping. While aspherical single-mate‐
rial lenses (singlets) can correct for spherical
imperfections, only multi-material lenses can
correct for chromatic imperfections.
Chromatic imperfections lead to different fo‐
cal distances for different colors (wave‐
lengths) of light. Multi-material lenses focus
two wavelengths (achromatic lens), three
wavelengths (apochromatic lens), or even
four wavelengths (super apochromatic lens)
to the same point in space (focus). Achro‐
matic doublets can also provide better focus‐
ing compared to singlets, even at a single
wavelength. Furthermore, they additionally
improve off-axis performance and make the
optics much more position tolerant. The flat
surfaces of gradient index optics allow for a
very compact system integration.

MULTI-MATERIAL LENSES
HOW TO MANUFACTURE MULTI-
MATERIAL MICRO-LENSES?
Integrating performant optical shapes in mi‐
cro-optics requires full free-form 3D shaping
and multiple-materials. Polymer optics
achieve this much better than classical optics
using inorganic materials.

For micro-optics, the best option for polymer
optics is two-photon printing. This 3D direct
laser-writing technology offers superior sur‐
face finishes (< 10 nm RMS) and the finest fea‐
ture sizes, while maintaining high fabrication
speed.HETEROMERGE will radically im‐
prove this technology by modifying the estab‐
lished printing process and enabling multi-
material printing.

"THREE-DIMENSIONAL DIRECT LASER
WRITING IS A POWERFUL TECHNOLOGY TO
CREATE NANO- AND MICROSCOPIC
OPTICAL DEVICES.”
- Prof. Harald Giessen (pioneer of printed micro-optics)

YOUR BENEFITS
You can achieve the main advantages of poly‐
mer micro-lenses, namely:
• reduced complexity due to free-form
manufacturing,

• cost reduction due to faster and easier
assembly,

• less weight and impact sensitivity.
The combination with multi-material lenses
shapes more opportunities and benefits like:
• better and sharper images,
• more precise beam scanning,
• higher fluence,
• more positioning tolerances
due to improved broad-band operation,
tighter focus and better off-axis performance.
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GET ON TOP
automated and fast
material exchange

GET FREEDOM
substrate
independent

GET PRECISE
perfect placement
accuracy (10 nm)

GET SMALL
finest feature size
(150 nm)

100 µm

HETEROMERGE offers complete multi-material
printing solutions to additive optics fabrication for
realizing high-performant polymer-optical systems.
Based on our multi-material print head, automated
in situ material exchange in two-photon 3D laser-
printing has fundamental advantages:
PERFECT ALIGNMENT:
We change the materials. Your print object stays in
the laser focus.
FAST PRINTS:
The automated material exchange allows much
faster multi-material printing.
SUBSTRATE INDEPENDENT:
You can print on single devices and up to wafer-
level.
HIGHEST RESOLUTION:
The base technology provides feature size and
roughness down to nanometer scale.USE CASE:

MULTI-MATERIAL
LENSES


